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How to use these notes
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Too much detail?: Read the summary first, to get the essence of what this is all about - rather than getting lost in
the details in the body of these notes.
Research: The notes are not in a narrative style because it is not intended for general reading. This is for serious
researchers. There are standardized headings and dot-points which are a framework into which new details can
be placed so that the document can be occasionally updated.
Sources: References are quoted throughout these notes. Much of it is from what is available on the internet - we
have not yet directly researched original physical records.
Searching: You can search this PDF document using Control/F, and then relevant key word.
Zooming: If you want to examine the details of the sketches and Kingston map, copies may be downloaded from
the website of the State Library of South Australia.
Our other documents: This is one of a series of research notes which are interconnected. These can be found in
the Small Print directory on the left of the homepage. The notes that are most relevant to the Donald’s property
in Hindley Street:C10 – ‘Setting the scene’: Essential reading.
G55 – ‘Donald’s life around Adelaide from 1837 to 1842’
G60 –‘The first wheat crop in South Australia – 1838’
E52 – ‘Donald’s 80 acre farm in Hilton, near Adelaide – country section 50’
Feedback: Your corrections and comments will be welcomed - via ‘Contact us’ on the homepage.
Authors: Don Gordon, in collaboration with Lorna McLean. Don and Lorna are Donald’s and Christina’s GGGgrandchildren.

Summary
•
•
•
•

Purchase: Donald purchased the western half of town acre 57 in Hindley St for £45 in January 1838.
BRB: It is not known what personal connections Donald and his family had with this property over the years. It
might have been slight, because it is not featured in the BRB and it did not become part of any records of family
memories in the next two generations.
Sources: In order to consider what part the property have had in the lives of Donald and his family, we are
gathering as much detail as we can about this town acre. We have found some official documents and
contemporary sketches which offer some indications of what was happening over the years.
Timing: January 1838 was
 Just 5 weeks after the family disembarked from the ‘Navarino’.
 It was in the earliest times in the new colony - 17 months after the first settlers arrived, and 12 months
after Adelaide was designated as a the site for Adelaide.
 9 months after any town land (residential) first became available.
 2 months before the first country land (farming) became available
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•

6 months before Donald took possession of his farmland – country section 50 which was 80 acres 3.5
kilometers south-west of the town property. The family planted wheat and other crops, and built a house
on the farm. (see our E52 & G60). This was the main focus of the family – rather than the town property.
Structures: Within the first few years, two brick cottages were built on the Hindley Street property, and two
shops or offices appear to have been built some years later.
Strathalbyn: After three or four years around Adelaide, the family pioneered to Strathalbyn.
Will: In 1846, Donald detailed how the half acre should be divided into 10 or 11 lots as inheritances to his
children and wife.
Inheritances: Following Donald’s death in 1855: Allotments 1, 2 & 3: These three allotments, each 128 square metres fronting Hindley Street, were
inherited according to the Will:▪ Lot 1: When Hugh the younger, inherited this property, it might have been an office or shop (see
sketch of 1851). After owning his allotment for about 5 years, he sold it to John Summers in 1861.
▪ Lot 2: When Allan inherited this, it is not known what structures there were on this property. We
do not know whether he arranged for anything to be built here but he owned it for 13 years
before selling it to Frances Humphreys in 1869.
▪ Lot 3: When Archibald inherited it, it is not known what structures were there – it might have
been vacant land. It is not known whether he did anything with this in the five years he held it
before selling it to John Summers in 1861.
▪ The three allotments were subsequently consolidated back into one title. Eventually there was a
substantial two-story building on the property – possibly a hotel. This might have been built in
the early 1870s. In 1879, it was owned by William Robertson Evens of Adelaide Butcheries, who
leased it to Frederick Bansemer and then sold it to Simpson Newland in 1881 (appendix F).
 Allotments 4 to 10 (except 9): We are yet to discover whether or not these seven allotments, which
fronted Fenn Place, were inherited by John and the 5 ‘girls’. John’s was 246 square metres, and the ‘girl’s’
were 114 squ metres. It is not known what each of them did with their piece of land  Allotment 11: In the Will, Hugh the elder was to inherit this allotment, but he had been disinherited, and
so it should have been shared among all the others. We have no information about whether and how this
was done.
 Allotment 9: Christina was to inherit this, but it is not clear what part of the half acre it entailed. Nonethe-less there is a SAILIS listing with her owning part of town acre 57 at some stage.
Current use: It is now, in 2019, Kaurna Building, which is the SASA Gallery for the University of South Australia
School of Art. It occupies all of the half acre.
..ooOOoo..

The setting
Hindley Street is about one kilometre long – running from west to east from West Terrace to King William Street. At the
eastern end, it becomes Rundle Street (mall). Morphett Street crosses half way. In the western half kilometer, Gray Street
crosses about 150 metres from West Tce then, at equal intervals of about 75 metres, there are four minor roads running
south/north – Liverpool St, George St, Fenn Place & Register St.
Donald’s half acre was on the west side of Fenn Place – about 300 metres from West Tce and 700 metres from King William
Street. The half acre was 100 feet on the Hindley Street frontage and running back 211 feet on the Fenn Place frontage.
This is 0.48 of an acre.
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[Research: Ask Andrew McLean to rework this map - to make it clear that our interest is in the western half of town acre
57, and also remove the note about Land Order 454, and remove the photos.]
Structures in 1842 (Kingston map)

Satellite view in 2019 (Google maps)
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Acquiring the property
Land Orders
•

Our G55 explains the arrangements for funding the establishment of the colony through the sale of land. Suffice
to say here, that £35,000 had to be raised before settlement could begin. These funds were to be used for bringing
out workers. Initially farmland was presold at £80 for packages of 80 acre lots plus an incentive of one acre in the
town. This would have required 437 packages to achieve the target of £35,000. Sales were slow so the packages
were increased to 134 acres with the town acre, still for £80 each. The target had been reached by the time Donald
purchased his Land Order 454 in July 1837 in London. So, he missed out on the incentives and had to pay £80 for
80 acres farmland, but no town acre. Subsequently, he acquired a half town acre for which he had to pay £45
separately. His missing out, was confirmed by DPTI - “the purchase of section 50 is a totally separate purchase to
that of the portion of Town Acre 57 he bought in 1838. The Land Order [number 454] is only for Section 50” (Mark
Richardson, DPTI, email 8th Jan 2018).

Time-line
•

•

•
•

Exploration - August 1836: “Colonel Light and his survey party, in two small vessels, arrived in August and September
1836. Light had been instructed to examine Nepean Bay, Port Lincoln and the coast from Encounter Bay to the head
of Saint Vincent Gulf, choose a site for the capital, lay it out in one acre blocks, with necessary streets and public
places, and survey the surrounding land into country sections firstly for selection by the holders of preliminary land
orders and then for general sale. He was given sole responsibility for the choice of the city site, although he was to
ask the Governor's opinion before making up his mind. By mid-December he had decided that Kangaroo Island and
Port Lincoln were inadequately watered and Encounter Bay was too exposed. He was delighted with the harbor
discovered by Barker (now Port Adelaide) but for the city he chose a site about 10 kilometres away because the land
in between was subject to flooding” (‘The Measure of the Land’ by Primary Industries and Regions South Australia).
Town site - December 1836: A year before the McLeans arrived, it was decided that Adelaide was to be the site of
the city for the new colony on 31st Dec 1836. This was at the recommendation of Colonel Light.
Town survey start - January 1837: Light commenced the survey and staking of the town acres on 11th January.
(Cyclopedia of South Australia, vol 1, p92
Completed – March 1837: The staking was completed on 10th March - 700 town acres in South Adelaide and 342
in North Adelaide, a total of 1042 acres (Cyclopedia p92).
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Vision: Light’s plan for Adelaide was remarkable for his concept of limiting the size of Adelaide. Both North
Adelaide and South Adelaide were bounded by park lands which have been retained all these years. This means
that the initial 1042 town acres could not be added to - although of course suburbs were established outside the
parklands over subsequent decades. Maybe it was thought that 1042 acres was way above what would be sufficient
for any conceivable requirement well into the future. On the other hand, it would have been unwise to create too
few. It would have been so difficult to visualize what the city would be like in 200 years in those early days of the
colony when even basic survival was at stake. The number of town acres are limited by the boundaries of the
townsite, whereas the country sections are not limited in this way. Farmland could be progressively surveyed
further and further away from the town.
Meeting - March 1837:
 Purpose: A meeting was held to allocate the 437 town acres on 23rd March.
 Not farms: The allocation of the main part of these pre-purchased packages (the country sections), had
to wait until these sections had been surveyed.
 Exhibition: This meeting was held a fortnight after the staking was completed and the plans were available
for the pre-purchasers to look at. “After Light had staked out the town acres, the plan for the town was
duly exhibited for inspection” (Cyclopedia p92).
 Balloting: “The method of drawing lots was decided upon” (p92) so that buyers could take their turn to
select from the 1042 acres.
 Practicalities: There must have been a list of the possessors of the 437 land orders available in Adelaide
in time of the meeting. How did it get there in time? The timing was crucial - the completion of the
surveying the town, the arrival of the list, and then the meeting. On what date was the last of the 437
orders paid for in London? This list would then have to be conveyed on a ship – perhaps it arrived on the
John Renwick on 10th February which probably left London in November 1836. This would mean, assuming
that they were sold in numerical order, that only 17 land orders were sold in the eight months up to the
time Donald had purchased his. Maybe there were so few sold in that period because there was less
interest in the orders without the incentive of the town acres thrown in. Some people would have had
their orders in their hands and they showed this at the meeting. Other people were still in England and
did not arrive in time for the meeting – they might not have known about these arrangements.
 Attendees: There were 116 buyers. These were very early days of the colony and some pre-purchasers
would have not yet have arrived. Perhaps some of these were represented by an agent rather than being
personally present. Some of these buyers, notably the South Australian Company, had purchased more
than one package and so 367 town acres were selected by the 116 buyers. This is seen on an 1840 plan
(Appendix C) which shows the grid layout of the numbers of each of the 1042 acre allotments, and a list of
the names of the original owners – the 116 pre-purchasers and also those who purchased at the
subsequent auction.
 There must have been great excitement for this meeting. In the days before, people would have carefully
examined the plans to pick out the lots they wanted. Then hoping that they would be one of the earlier
ballots to select the favoured lots. The meeting must have been a noisy affair as people were anxious that
others were not getting the most prized sites before them.
Streets – March: “Permission was given on March 28 “to cut down and grub up trees in the public streets except
those within 16 ft of the frontage of private property”” (Cyclopedia, p94).
Auction - April 1837: A few weeks after the drawing, the unselected town acres were sold by auction (p92). “The
remaining 591 acres were auctioned three weeks later”. (Jude Elton, History Trust of South Australia – notes
attached to adelaidia.sa.gov.au/panoramas/lights-plan-of-adelaide-1840).
Not sold: The 367 lots selected at the meeting meant that 70 of the 437 pre-purchased packages were not allocated
at that time – ie 437 – 367 = 70. Perhaps this was because some of the pre-purchasers had not been able to attend
the particular meeting, so maybe some arrangements were made for these after the meeting. It is not quite clear
how all this worked out because, with the 367 selected at the meeting plus 591 then sold by auction, this meant
that 978 were taken in March and April. This left 64 unsold – ie 1042 – 367 – 591 = 64. But there would have still
had needed to be an allowance for 70 of the pre-purchased packages which were not selected at the meeting. This
could be clarified by a closer look at the 1840 plan which listed all the owners of the pre-purchased packages and
auction. “It is a somewhat remarkable fact that some of the owners of land orders did not claim their town acres
for thirty or forty years – probably because the odd acre attached to their right was not appreciated at first”
(Cyclopedia p92). It is significant to us that town acre 57 was one of those not sold initially.
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Speculation: Many of these town acres changed hands over the following months and years. “The prices ranged
from £2 2s to £14 14s per acre, the average being about £7, and the total amount realized was £3,594 4s. Perhaps
it was not in human nature to resist the temptation which was thus presented. The selected acres had cost their
owners 12s or £1 each at most, but they suddenly acquired an immensely enhanced value by the competition for
the unselected acres and the much higher rates they commanded. At the time, transactions in these town acres
were, of course, entirely speculative, for no developmental work was in progress. The fever ran so high that in a
short time town acres were being sold for £80 to £100. It is said that £180 was offered for one of them and refused,
and that the fancy price of £250 was asked for those that were considered to be most eligibly situated. Individuals
who were able to make such proﬁts seemed to have discovered an easy way of growing rich, but there was no gain
to the community in such operations. The inﬂation, being purely artiﬁcial, was necessarily followed by a disastrous
collapse when the bubble burst, and the slump that followed the boom had its share in the coming trouble”
(Cyclopedia p94). In this context, it is interesting to note that Donald paid £45 for his half acre.
Donald’s town land – January 1838: This is detailed below.
Donald’s farmland - : As things worked out, he was not able to secure his farmland for another six months after he
acquired the half town acre. The frustrating delays are detailed in our E52.

Purchasing the half acre
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•

•

Town acre 57 was not allocated at the meeting in March 1837 (ie no one selected it), and it was not sold by auction
a few weeks later. It remained unsold for nine months before Young Bingham Hutchinson purchased it.
On 23rd Dec 1837, Hutchinson paid £8 16s for town acre 57. He paid this to Osmond Gillies who was the treasurer
on behalf of the South Australian Company (or did he purchase it from the Board of Commissioners or the Colonial
Office?) See appendix F.
Hutchison was the first purchaser of this particular property as he was listed as the original purchaser of town acre
57 in a plan of the city of Adelaide (appendix C). In this map,
Hutchison is listed as being the original purchaser of four sites: Town acre 635 in Gilbert Street, South Adelaide
 Town acre 805 on the corner of Barnard St & Mills Tce,
North Adelaide
 Town acre 967 in Finnis St, North Adelaide
 Town acre 57 in Hindley St, South Adelaide – This is the
site we are interested in.
There is no mention of Donald McLean on this map – this is not
surprising as Donald was not the original owner of town acre 57.
Donald disembarked from the Navarino on 6th Dec 1837 – this was nine months after the town acres first became
available in March that year.
On 11th & 12th January 1838, just 5 weeks after arriving, Donald purchased the western half of town acre 57 for £45
from Hutchinson. See appendix F.
Ironically, town acre 57 had been available for sale for eight months before Donald arrived in the colony, but just
17 days after he disembarked, Hutchison purchased it, then another 17 days later sold half of it to Donald. This
was a quick profit of £36 for Hutchison. Indeed he did even better because around this time, he apparently sold
the other half to William Joule who quickly established the Royal Oak Hotel. Hutchison (appendix C) was a
speculator as he had acquired another three town acres. For Donald, despite arriving in totally unfamiliar
environment, he was quick in purchasing the half acre just a month after arriving, but if he had been even quicker,
he might have acquired twice the land for a fifth of the cost.
This transaction was not formally registered until many years later, in 1861?? (see appendix D). James Hurtle Fisher
was the Commissioner for Lands for this transaction. Interestingly, eleven years after the transaction, Mr Fisher,
was the defense lawyer for Robert Spearman’s trial for robbing Donald near the Mountain Hut.
Fenn Place: Also, the same Abstract of Title (appendix F) specified that a right of way was sold by Young Bingham
Hutchinson to Donald for five shillings. This right of way was ten feet wide as per this abstract, but 13 feet in other
documents [Research: Which ones?].
..ooOOoo..
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Will in 1846
In his Will, Donald bequeathed 10 or 11 allotments within his half acre.
•

Hugh the younger – allotment 1
 “I give and devise unto my said son Hugh the younger all that piece or parcel of land part of the town acre
in Hindley Street Adelaide aforesaid numbered 57 being the allotment N o 1 of the various allotments into
which the said acre has been divided having a frontage to Hindley street of thirty two feet and one third of
a fourth with a depth of forty three feet along a road of thirteen feet wide running in the eastern side of
the land hereby devised from Hindley Street to North Terrace in Adelaide aforesaid with the rights members
and appurtenances to hold unto my said son Hugh the younger his heirs and assigns forever but in case the
said Hugh the younger shall depart this life before he shall attain the age of twenty one years and without
leaving a lawful issue heir surviving then I give and devise the said freehold land portion of the said town
acre unto my said several sons and daughters their heirs and assigns for ever as tenants in common”
 Hugh the younger, who was born on 26th May 1836, was 19 years old when Donald died.
 In accordance Donald’s Will, the Executor’s arranged the transfer to Hugh the younger of allotment 1 “with
a frontage to Hindley Street of 32 feet and one third of a foot with a depth of 43 feet along a road of 13
feet wide running on the eastern side of the land” (Appendix E).
 On 11th June 1861, Hugh the younger sold this to John Summers (Appendix G). [Research: Ask Mark
Richardson for copies of this transaction.]

•

Allan – allotment 2
 “I also give and devise all that piece or parcel of land adjoining the land lastly devised on the west being
the allotment No2 of the said half acre consisting of the same dimensions and fronting Hindley street
aforesaid with the rights members and appurtenances unto my said son Allen his heirs and assigns for ever”
 16th Jan 1846: In accordance Donald’s Will, the Executor’s (one of whom was Allan himself) arranged the
transfer allotment 2 to Allan (Appendix E).
 On 12th Jan 1869, Allan sold it to Frances Humphreys (Appendix G). [Research: Ask Mark Richardson for
copies of this transaction.]

•

Archibald – allotment 3
 “I also give and devise all that piece or parcel of land adjoining the piece land lastly devised on the west
being the allotment No 3 of the said half acre consisting of the same dimensions and fronting Hindley street
aforesaid with the rights members and appurtenances unto my son Archibald his heirs and assigns forever”
 Appendix E is not complete but probably the missing part has details about Archibald’s inheritance
[Research: Ask Mark Richardson for the rest of this document.]
 On 11th June 1861, Archibald sold it to John Summers (Appendix G). [Research: Ask Mark Richardson for
copies of this transaction.]

•

Mary & Adam Abercrombie – allotment 4
 “I also give and devise all that piece of land being the allotment No 4 of the said half acre situate at the rear
of and divided from the three several allotments herein before devised by a road running east and west
twenty feet wide and also divided in the centre by another road running north and south twenty feet wide
which piece of land is of the width of sixteen feet with a depth after deducting twenty feet for the last
mentioned road of seventy seven feet and fronting on the eastward on the thirteen feet road herein before
mentioned with the rights members and appurtenances unto the said Adam Abercrombie her husband of
my daughter Mary his heirs and assigns for ever”
 Mary was the first of Christina’s and Donald’s children to marry. She married Adam Abercrombie in 1840
- while the rest of the McLean family were still living in country section 50. So this was well before Donald
compiled his Will.
 We know that Adam & Mary were living in Hindley St – either on Donald’s half town acre, or elsewhere in
this street. If it was on the half town acre, it might have been in one of the cottages on John’s lot 10
(according to the Will) or Hugh the elder (according to the Kingston map). Or, might it have been lot 4
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which Donald had intended for Adam to inherit. [Research: Look at 1841 census – This might specify their
street address. Also the census might give an idea of whether anyone was living on Donald’s land.]
Adam was a timber merchant and/or wheelwright - he might have conducted his business from these
premises, as well as living there.
Donald had nominated Adam as one of his executors – so they might have had a good relationship.
After the McLeans moved to Strathalbyn, Donald might have stayed with Adam & Mary whenever he
visited Adelaide. He certainly had quite a lot of contact with Adam during the trial of Robert Spearman for
the highway robbery in early 1848 (newspaper reports).
Sadly, a month after the trial, Adam and two of their children were poisoned by carbonic acid gas when
sleeping in a closed room with a charcoal heater.
As Adam died in 1848, he was not able to be an executor to Donald’s Will
Mary moved away from Hindley Street at some stage after the family tragedy.
Mary married Duncan McRae in 1852. This was after Donald compiled his Will, but before he died.
Does this mean that Duncan (or Mary) inherited allotment 4 instead of Adam?
Malcolm McRae (was he Duncan’s brother?) was a witness to Codicil E on the day before Donald died.

• Ann & Robert Leslie – allotment 5
 “I also give and devise all that piece of land being the allotment No 5 of his said half acre adjoining his land
lastly devised on the north and consisting of the same dimensions as such piece of land lastly herein before
devised with the rights members and appurtenances with Robert Leslie husband of my daughter Ann his
heirs and assigns forever”
 Ann married Robert in 1842. This was before Donald complied his Will, but before he died.
 Robert died in 1848 and Ann married Jeff Jeffries in 1851. This was after Donald compiled his Will, and
before he died.
 Research: Does this mean that Jeff (or Ann) inherited instead of Robert?
•

Margaret – allotment 6
 “I also give and devise all that piece of land being the allotment N o 6 of the said half acre adjoining his land
lastly devised on the north and consisting of same dimensions as such lastly devised piece of land with the
rights members and appurtenances unto my daughter Margaret her heirs and assigns forever”
 Margaret married James Keating in 1850. This was after Donald compiled his Will, but before he died.
 Research: Does this mean that James or Margaret inherited this allotment?

•

Rachel – allotment 7
 “I also give and devise all that piece or parcel of land being the allotment No 7 of the said half acre adjoining
the land lastly devised on the north and consisting of the same dimensions as such lastly devised piece of
land with the rights members and appurtenance unto my daughter Rachael her heirs and assigns forever”
 Rachel married Ewen McDonald in 1847. This was after Donald compiled his Will, but before he died.
 Research: Does this mean that Ewen or Rachel inherited this allotment?

•

Jane – allotment 8
 “I also give and devise all that piece of land being the allotment No 8 of the said half acre adjoining the land
lastly devised on the north and consisting of the same dimensions as such lastly devised piece of land with
the rights members and appurtenances unto my daughter Jane her heirs and assigns for ever”
 Jane married John Cheriton in 1849. This was after Donald compiled his Will, but before he died.
 Research: Does this mean that John or Jane inherited this allotment?

•

John – allotment 10
 “I also give and devise all that piece of land being the allotment N o 10 of the said half acre divided from the
lastly devised piece of land to my said daughter Jane and the piece of land now devised by a portion of the
said acre of the width of thirty two feet on which two brick cottages are now standing and herein after
mentioned and which piece of land devised consists of the same dimensions as the allotment of land No 8
lastly devised with the rights members and appurtenances unto my son John his heirs and assign forever.
 Cottages: See questions in the 1838-1855 section. (page 12)
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•

Hugh the elder – allotment 11
 I also give and devise all that piece of land being the allotment N o 11 of the said half acre adjoining the
lastly devised piece of land on the north and consisting of the same dimensions as such lastly devised piece
of land with the rights members and appurtenances unto my son Hugh the Elder his heirs and assigns
forever”
 Hugh the Elder was disinherited in the codicil on 10 th November 1853 – “……. I hereby revoke and make
void every gift devise and bequest and trust in my said Will contained or declared to and for the benefit of
my son Hugh McLean the elder that is the first born of my sons named Hugh and I give devise and bequeath
all and every thing estate and effects by my said will given devised or limited to do for the benefit of my
said son Hugh the Elder unto and equally amongst all and every other my children ….”. This was confirmed
with another codicil on 2nd Oct 1855 – “….. bequeathed all those sections of land in the Hundred of
Bremmer in the Country of Hindmarsh No 2819, No 2817, No 2813, No 2818 half of section belonging to
Hugh McLean the Eldest and its now my wish all those sections should be equal be divided all among my
sons and daughters”. It is not known why his share was revoked.
• He might have already benefited by being gifted some land prior to Donald’s death (but we have
no indications of this).
• There might have been a falling out between Hugh and Donald.
• It might have been for his conviction on 30th Nov 1853 for stealing a horse. The horse was found,
eight weeks before he was convicted (ie found in early Oct 1853) on a property Hugh was using.
So, the codicil was after Hugh was charged but before he was convicted. He was gaoled for 18
months, but because of public support, he was released after nine months, on 6 th Sept 1854 –
this was a year before Donald died.
 [Research: How could have this allotment been shared amongst the other children? Maybe converted to
cash.]

•

Christina – allotment 9 of 57 Hindley St & country land No 50 of provincial survey B (Hilton) & all other freehold
lands:
 “I give and devise to the said Edward Stirling, Donald Gollan, Adam Abercrombie and Allan Mclean all that
section of country land in the said province of South Australia N o 50 in the provincial survey marked with
the letter B and also the allotment N o 9 of the said half acre No 57 in Hindley Street aforesaid and also all
my freehold land in the Angas special survey and all other my freehold lands in the said province with their
rights members and appurtenances to hold the same unto the said Edward Stirling, Donald Gollan, Adam
Abercrombie and Allan McLean their heirs and assigns upon and
for the trusts and purposes herein after expressed that is to say
upon trust to pay the interest dividends and annual produce
thereof to and to the use of my said wife so long as she shall
remain my widow and in event of her dying or marrying again
before my said Hugh the younger shall attain the age of twenty
one years …….”
 The dimensions and location of allotment 9 are not specified
in the Will. It is difficult to know what Donald had in mind because
the other 10 allotments fit in neatly in the sketch below – they
take up the whole area without allotment 9 – so where would it
fit in? Yet, according to SAILIS ref 77/150, she got part of town
acre 57 (and country section 50). [Ask Mark Richardson: How?]
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Overview
 This sketch is our attempt to understand Donald’s Will.
 Hugh (younger), Allan & Archibald:
• Three allotments, each with 32 foot 1 inch frontages
onto Hindley Street. They are 43 feet deep and backed
by a 20 foot road. Each had an area of 1380 square feet
(128 square metres).
 Hugh (elder) & John:
• Two allotments, each with 32 foot frontages onto Fenn
Place. They are 77 feet deep, after deducting a 20 foot
road down the middle. They were each 2646 square
feet (246 square metres). There were two brick
cottages on John's lot (according to the will).
 Daughters (5 girls) - Jane, Rachel, Margaret, Ann & Rachel:
• Five allotments, each with 16 foot frontages onto Fenn
Place. Like the other two Fenn Place allotments, they
were 77 feet deep with an addition of a 20 foot road
down the middle. They were each was 1232 square
feet (114 square metres).
 Christina:
• Donald’s Will mentions allotment 9 for his wife, but its
size and location was not specified.
 Timing & changes:
• The Will was signed in 1846 and Donald died 11 years
later, in 1855.
• He never made any amendments to what he had
initially specified regarding his half acre.
• He made several codicils—one in 1853 and several just before he died in 1855 but none of these
codicils mentioned the half acre, except that, in the 1853 codicil, he revoked anything from Hugh
the elder, and this was to go the other children.
 Total areas:
• Width: front lots = 32 ft 1 inch X 3 = 96.24 feet or back lots = 38.5 ft X 2 + 20 = 97 feet.
• Depth: 43 + 20 + (16 X 5) + (32 X 2) = 207 feet)
• Area: 97 X 207 = 20,079 square feet = 0.46 acres
• Our diagram comes to 97 feet by 207 feet (20,079 sq feet or 0.46 acres) which is pretty close to
100 X 211 (21,100 sq feet or 0.48 acres) which was specified in the Abstract of Title (appendix D).
Half an acre is 21,780 sq feet.
Questions
 Christina: It all fits nicely without allotment 9 – so did Christina get any of this half acre?
 Roads: It is strange to cut lots 4 to 11 in half with a road – and a wide road at that – 20 foot, whereas Fenn
Place is only 10 or 13 feet wide.
 Fenn Place: What allowance has been made for the area occupied by Fenn Place? Donald purchased this
right-of-way from Hutchinson for 5 shillings. According to the Abstract of Title, it was 10 feet wide and so
the area would have been 10 X 211 = 2110 square feet. Or it might have been 13 feet wide = 2743 sq ft.
 Cottages: See questions in the section about McLean involvement 1838-1855, below (page 12)
 Sub-divisions: Were these boundaries devised just in the Will, or were they already existing? Allotments
1, 2 & 3, which front Hindley Street, appear in Even’s title deed (appendix J), and behind these three front
lots, the east-west roadway is shown when it was sold in 1881 (appendix K and also J & L). But were the
other seven allotments, which fronted Fenn Place, ever official sub-divisions? – before or after 1846.
[Research: Ask Mark Richardson – Check for whether there are sub-divisions, executor’s actions and sales
transactions for these other seven subdivisions.]
 Women: Could married women own land in their own right? Could single women own land?
..ooOOoo..
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History of ownership
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1837: On 23rd Dec 1837, Young Bingham Hutchinson was the original purchaser of the whole of town acre 57 – he
had paid £8 16s. (appendix E)
1838: On 11th & 12th January 1838, Donald purchased the western half of town acre 57 from Young Bingham
Hutchinson – he paid £45. (appendix F)
1856: Lot 1 of half town acre 57 was inherited by Hugh the younger after Donald’s death
1856: Lot 2 was inherited by Allan (appendix G)
1856: Lot 3 was inherited by Archibald
1861: Lot 1 was sold by Hugh the Younger to John Summers (appendix xxx)
1861: Lot 3 was sold by Archibald to John Summers (appendix xxx)
1869: Lot 2 was sold by Allan to Frances Humphreys (appendix xxx)
1870: Allan McLean and John Cheriton, were set forth as the possessors of half town acre 57. They did so as
executors of Donald’s estate (Donald died in 1855), and after Christina’s death in 1869) (appendix H)
1879: Lots 1, 2 & 3 were consolidated and owned by William Robertson Evens of Adelaide Butcheries, who leased
it to Frederick Bansemer.
1881: The consolidated lots 1, 2 & 3 were sold by Evens to Simpson Newland (appendix F)
1881: Thomas Lyons purchased 43 feet back from Hindley Street 98 feet wide by 20 feet back. This corresponded
exactly with the east-west road in our diagram (appendix L)
Note that most of the above is about lots 1, 2 & 3 – but what about the other lots?
..ooOOoo..

History of structures
Structures in 1838
•

•
•

Developments before Donald and his family disembarked from the ’Navarino’ in December 1837 and when Donald
purchased half town acre 57 in January 1838: “Within the city there was all this time considerable activity.
Permission was given on March 28 [1837] to cut down and grub up trees in the public streets except those within
16 ft of the frontage of private property. Wells were sunk, which proved that good stone for building was available
and tradespeople of many kinds were establishing themselves as fast as possible. By the end of 1837 there were
about 50 substantial buildings erected, and thrice that number of inferior dwellings or huts. New arrivals were
agreeably surprised by the general air of prosperity that was visible” (p94).
When Donald purchased it, there would not have been any structures on his half-acre because it had only been
owned for a few weeks by the first owner.
Next to Donald’s land, things were moving quickly on the other half of town acre 57.
 Donald would have been very interested in noticing a lot of activity next door. He would have been
thinking about the potential of his own property which he had just purchased.
 The Worldsend website states that “William Joule opened the Royal Oak and Miner’s Arms in 31st January
1838, … in 1840 the licensee was Thomas Hornsby”.
 Joule would have purchased the property from Young Bingham Hutchinson within the week or so of when
Donald purchased his half.
 Joule moved quickly as, within two or three weeks, he started operating the Royal Oak Hotel.
 He might have opened in a temporary construction. Then soon, “until the 1850’s, it was brick and part
timber structure, reputedly a Manning house” (wooden refab). The building and façade were progressively
upgraded.
 The Miner’s Arms probably started operations a little later. It was on the same half acre and over the years
it appeared under the same management as the Royal Oak and eventually the two buildings were
structurally merged with a common façade.
 See appendix N for more information about the Royal Oak and Miner’s Arms.
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McLean involvement in 1838
•
•

•

•

There were no structures on the property when Donald purchased it, but it is possible that they hurriedly erected
a temporary shelter.
Maybe the family never lived there because they would have already, in their first month, sorted out some kind
accommodation (perhaps at the emigrant camp) and they would have always been hoping that their farm land
would be available soon so didn’t get too committed to whatever temporary arrangements they had made.
It turned that it was another 5 months before Donald was allocated his farm block. Their initial focus on the farm
would have been to clear some land to plant their wheat – building a proper house for their large family might have
come some months later – perhaps late 1838 or early 1839. In the meantime, they might have managed to erect
some sort of interim structure for living on the farm.
In either case, because the two properties were only about 3 or 4 kilometers apart, the family would have often
walked between them. On their way, they would have passed near to the emigrant’s camp which was located at
what is now Grover Ave in Narnungga Park.

McLean’s involvement between 1838 and 1855 – from purchase to Donald’s death (17 years)
•
•

•

To shed a little light towards our understanding of what was happening with the property, we have examined
several sketches – 1840, 1842, 1845, 1849, 1850 & 1851.
Did any members of the family live in the 2 brick cottages at any stage? We do not have any direct indications that
any of the family ever lived on the property except that Mary and Adam Abercrombie lived somewhere in Hindley
Street. See notes about allotment 4 in the Will (page 7)
Structures: Before looking at the sketches as a whole, we have zoomed in to the most pertinent parts of the
sketches to try to understand what the cottages were like – as well as a couple of shops or offices which were built
a few years later:

1842 - Kingston’s map - brick/stone
structures – maybe duplexes with 4
segments and 3 yards.



1844 – Sketch by Kelly – cottages do not appear in this sketch



1845 - Sketch by Nixon - cottages



1846 - Donald’s Will – He did not specify any structures except that there were two brick cottages, and they
were on the allotment to be inherited by John



1849 - Sketch by Austin - cottages



1849/50– Sketch by Wilson – This might not
have been a cottage – maybe a shop or
office. It was well back from the frontage
onto Hindley Street, but maybe in front of
the cottages.



1850/51, a shop or office was built, fronting onto Hindley Street.



Questions about cottages:• Did Donald arrange for these to be built?
• How did he pay for them?
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•
•
•

Who lived in them?
When were they demolished?
Compatibility of Will and Kingston map: See pages 8 & 9 and appendix A. The lot boundaries (as
per the Will in 1846) do not correspond with the buildings (as per the Kingston map in 1842). The
Will specifies that two cottages were on John’s allotment 10, whereas in the map, according to
our interpretation of the Will, one is on John’s lot 10 and the other is on Hugh elder’s lot 11. It is
possible that some new structures were built (and some were demolished) between 1842
(Kingston) and 1846 (when Will was compiled) but we are left wondering. Maybe Donald
specified the lot boundaries, without any regard to where any buildings were actually located.

•



Compatibility of Will and sketches: The different sketches depict the cottages in different ways
(see page 12), so we are left guessing. The various sketches of the cottages look quite different.
Does that mean inaccuracies by the artists? We can’t blame them as we are using the sketches
in ways they would not have intended. The artists were creating a general depiction rather than
making precise representation of the details of every building. Or are we mistaken in how we
have selected sections of the sketches?
• When: Maybe two cottages were built before 1842, but not in the locations indicated by the Will
in 1846 – one was on John’s allotment 10 (that’s OK), but the other was on Hugh the elder’s
allotment 11. Or maybe they were built between 1842 and 1846 maybe the one on allotment 11
was demolished and another one was built on allotment 10.
Questions about the two shops or offices
• Why didn’t Donald make another codicil to his Will to allow for the new structures which were
built in 1849/50 and 1850/51?
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Now we shall look at each sketch in order to identify the context of the neighbouring buildings.

Structures in 1840

Drawing of acre 56 in approximately 1840 –
by John Michael Skipper. “Clarendon House
is a three storey Georgian style stone
building with dormer windows on its top
floor and a widow's walk, built by Robert
and Mary Thomas, pioneers and proprietors
of the Register newspaper. On the right is
their home, Rhantregwynwen Cottage,
named after Roberts birthplace in Wales.
The group of people at the front door are probably the family. Amongst the people shown in the street are a gentleman on
horseback, a man driving a bullock team and some aborigines. [On back of photograph] 'Acre 56 / 1840 / See Mary Thomas'
"Diary and Letters", p. 150. / Looking south west from a point between Hindley Street and North Terrace. The cottage on the
right is situated on the west side of what was later known as Register Place' (Another hand) 'Clarendon House apparently on
east corner of Register Place' (Another hand) 'Copied from an old sketch in the possession of Mr. E.A.S. Thomas.'” Source is
State Library of South Australia, B 4692. Permission not required - just acknowledge SLSA and reference number.
The diagram is of Kingston’s map of structures in 1842. We have yellow highlighted Donald’s left half of town acre 57 and
we have outlined in red the right half of town acre 56 where Clarendon House is located. The diagram does not clearly show
this major construction but identifies structure number 28 as the office of the ‘Register’ newspaper and printers. This
indicates that, although the library notes indicate it was built ‘around 1840’, the Clarendon House was built after 1842.
Comments
• Although Clarendon House is at 56 and Donald’s property is 57, they are not next to each other – they are three
‘doors’ apart. Donald’s half acre was on the west (left) side of half acre 57 whereas Clarendon House was the east
(right) half of town acre 56. Like 57 which is cut in half by Fenn Lane, town acre 56 is cut in half by Register Street.
In between them were the Royal Hotel, Miner’s Arms and Rhantregwynwen Cottage. There were not many signs of
all this at such an early stage of the town’s development.
• It is fortunate for us that the top of this building was so distinctive. It must have been quite a landmark with its
fenced widows walk, elaborate flag pole and three dormer windows. Because of this, when we are examining other
sketches of the time, we can confidently identify Donald’s property close by.
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Structures by 1842
•
•

•

•
•

This is around the time that the McLeans had left Adelaide and
were getting established in Strathalbyn.
The Kingston map (appendix A) shows the layout and buildings of
the City of Adelaide (South Adelaide) and North Adelaide in 1842
as surveyed by George Strickland Kingston and drawn by
cartographer Edward Stephens. The map includes a key to
construction materials, which indicate whether the building was
made of brick or stone, wood, pisé (rammed earth) or lath
(wooden strips) and plaster, and whether the building had a
veranda. Wells, sheds and unfinished or ruined buildings are also
shown.
Kingston’s map indicates that, by 1842, Donald’s land had stone
or brick buildings to the rear-right (north-east corner) of the
property. It is not clear whether it was one structure, or a duplex
with four segments and 3 yards.
These structures might be those referred to in Donald’s Will in 1846, or other cottages might have been built
between 1842 and 1846.
This map indicates that there were already at least three substantial
structures on the other half of which shows the Royal Oak Hotel and
Miner’s Arm in 1842.

Structures in 1844

•

•

Drawing of Hindley Street in 1844 by artist Alex C Kelly.
Source is State Library of South Australia, B 5758.
Permission not required – just acknowledge SLSA and
reference number.
Comment:
• This seems to be looking east along Hindley Street.
West Terrace is the western end of Hindley St, but the
vantage point for this artist might have been about 200
metres from West Terrace along the street because, as
shown in Kingston’s map, in 1840 there were virtually
no buildings in the first 200 metres. The most westerly
building is a substantial building on the right side,
diagonally across from Donald’s property which had the
first building on the left side.
Donald’s property is the apparently vacant land in the foreground on the left, with the fence along Fenn Place. And
no clear signs of the cottages. Or is there a cottage on this property and the fence is therefore a little more to the
west.
If our assumptions about the vantage point are correct, then this sketch has the first building on the left as the
Royal Oak Hotel, then the Miner’s Arms. And next, is Clarendon House with its dormer windows, widows walk and
flag pole. And what about Rhantregwynwen Cottage? Behind the Royal Oak, along what must have been Fenn
Place, there is a substantial two-story building – maybe that is part of the Royal Oak. And next down the lane are
a couple of cottages. And Trinity Church not far behind. Trinity and Miner’s Arms are not on Kingston’s map, so
they must have been built after 1842 but before Kelly’s sketch in 1844.
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Structures in 1845

•

•

Sketch of Hindley Street in 1845 by artist Frederick
Robert Nixon. Source is State Library of South
Australia, B 7188/4 -Permission not required - just
acknowledge SLSA and reference number.
Comment:
•
This is the scenario that would have been
familiar to Donald when he compiled his will.
•
Donald’s half acre is on the left, past the
bullocks. There is one cottage fronting onto Fenn
Place but no other buildings on this half acre.
•
The church on the left, and the flag pole at
government house, indicate that this sketch is
from a similar vantage point to Kelly’s sketch the previous year – but a few metres to the right.
It shows the first buildings fronting Hindley Street on the left to be the Royal Oak and then the Miner’s Arms next
to Clarendon House. So, where is Rhantregwynwen Cottage? Along Fenn Place there is a cottage - is it behind the
Royal Oak, or is it on Donald’s land. Trinity Church is not far from the cottage.
Caution: Nixon’s sketch of the Royal Oak and cottage differ somewhat from Kelly’s – maybe some artistic license,
or imprecision – or maybe we are wrong with some of our assumptions about the vantage point. This indicates
that we should be careful with what we try to conclude about ‘our’ cottages when we examine these sketches. We
are using the sketches in a way which the artists did not intend.

Will in 1846
See page 7, above.

Structures in 1849
Sketch of Hindley Street from the west end in
1849 by John Baptist Austin. This engraving
appeared in The Illustrated London News August
24th, 1850. “The chief buildings shown are:1. the
Parsonage (Dean Farrell) 2. Collegiate School. 3.
Government House. 4. Council Chambers. 5.The
Iron Foundry. 6.Government House flagstaff. 7.
Bank of South Australia. 8. General Post Office
(temporary). 9. Iron Store (late J.B. Graham's). 10.
Exchange Buildings.11. Exchange. 12. Coppin's
Royal Exchange Hotel. 13.Waterhouse's Grocers
Shop. 14. Cook's Steam Mill. 15. Mount Barker
Road. 16.A.L. Elder and Co's Store. 17. Scotch Kirk.
18. Morphett Street. 19. Trinity Church”. Source
is State Library of South Australia, B 2268 &
B8062. Permission not required - just
acknowledge SLSA and reference number.

This sketch is a copy of the one in Illustrated London News - it is little clearer, but without the labelling.
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Comments:• After Kelly in 1844 and Nixon in 1845, here is another view looking easterly along Hindley Street – in 1849, by the
John Baptist Austin. Again, the vantage point seems to be about 200 metres along from West Terrace, but this time
the artist appears to be 30 metres to the left of the others – and elevated somehow.
• This view only shows the side of the Royal Oak and parts of the roofs of the Miner’s Arms and Clarendon. This
depiction of the profile of the Royal Oak, and the cottages behind, differ by all three artists.
• Donald’s half acre is in the foreground, where the three aboriginal people are. The property is vacant except for
one cottage fronting on to Fenn Place. What about the cottages behind the fence on the left – are they on Donald’s
property or on town acre 6?
• The positioning of Morphet place going off to the right seems a little closer to the Royal Oak than expected.
• Donald certainly spent some time around here when he visited the Miner’s Arms before he was subject to highway
robbery in 1848 later in that day. The court records show that he had a lot to do with his son-in-law Adam
Abercrombe who was a timber merchant living somewhere in Hindley Street. Donald probably spent quite a few
nights with Adam, Mary and the grandchildren. For more about Mary and Adam, look at allotment 4 in the section
on the Will.

Structures in 1850

•
•

Sketch looking east from the west end of Hindley
Street in 1850 - by Rev Theodore Percival Wilson, first
headmaster of St Peter’s College, Adelaide - Source is
State Library of South Australia, PRG 1399/122/1.
Permission not required - just acknowledge SLSA and
reference number.
Comment:
• There is a small building, with a roof sloping back. It
looks like a shop or office, set well back from the road
frontage.
• This small building might either be behind the Royal
Oak, or next to it. If it is behind, the fence indicates
Fenn Place with a lady entering the lane.
• Or if the small building is next to the Royal Oak, it
must be on Donald’s land, in which case the fence does not indicate Fenn Place.
If the new building is on Donald’s land, he must have been involved in the financing, planning, construction and use
of this shop or office.
The building between the Royal Oak Hotel and Clarendon House, ie Miner’s Arms, seems to comprise of several
buildings which are not seen in other sketches. So, maybe there is another business/shopfront as well as the
Miner’s Arms. And again, what about Rhantregwynwen Cottage?

Structures in 1851
Hindley Street looking east in 1851 by ST Gill –
“Hindley Street looking east, with city buildings on
either side of the unsealed road. The two storey
Phoenix hotel on the right (on the east corner of
Clarendon Street) was established in 1850 and the
licensee from 1850-52 was R. Hall. The Royal Oak
and Miner's Arms Hotel can be seen on the left of the
picture, with a partial view of the Clarendon Hotel
further east. Printed and published by Penman &
Galbraith, Pirie Street, Adelaide. [On back of
photograph] 'Acres 56, 57, 68,69 / 1851 / For other
letterhead specimans see B 4198 / B 2430 / Presented by Miss. P.E. Leftwich, London. 6/8/1947.' No.2 in a series (see B 4198
for no.1 and B 2430 for no.3)”. Source is State Library of South Australia, B 4498 - Permission not required (just acknowledge
SLSA and reference number)
Comments
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•
•

•
•
•
•

Unfortunately, the SLSA notes about this sketch do not mention anything about this new building even though all
the other close-by buildings are named.
In the year between Wilson’s sketch and this sketch by Gill, a new building was constructed west of the Royal Oak
– ie built on Donald’s half acre. This building might have replaced the small building with back sloping roof in
Wilson’s sketch – or the small one, which had only recently been constructed, might have been retained to the rear
of this new one. This building might be a shop or office.
Between these buildings can be seen the narrow Fenn Place.
Again, if the new building is on Donald’s land, he must have been involved in the financing, planning, construction
and use of this building.
This scene is the best indication of what Donald would have been familiar with in his last few years and it would
have been much like this when he died in 1855 – and this is probably what was inherited soon after his death.
This new shop or office appears to be on what was allotment 1 in Donald’s Will. Hugh the younger inherited this
allotment so does this mean that he became the new owner of this shop or office?
..ooOOoo..

After Donald died in 1855
McLean involvement after 1855





Allotments 1, 2 & 3: These three allotments, each 128 sq metres (1380 sq ft) fronting Hindley Street, were
inherited according to the will – by Hugh the younger, Allan and Archibald.
 Lot 1: When Hugh the younger, inherited this property, it might have been an office or shop (see sketch
of 1851). After owning his allotment for about 5 years, he sold it to John Summers on 11th June 1861.
 Lot 2: When Allan inherited this, it is not known what structures there were on this property. We do not
know whether he arranged for anything to be built here but he owned it for 13 years before selling it to
Frances Humphreys on 12th January 1869. If there was a new construction, Allan would been involved in
the planning, ﬁnancing, construction and use of this building
 Lot 3: When Archibald inherited it, it is not known what structures were there – it might have been be
vacant land (see sketch of 1850). It is not known whether he did anything with this in the 5 years he held
it before selling it to John Summers on 11th June 1861.
 The three allotments were subsequently consolidated back into one title. Eventually there was a
substantial two-story building on the property – possibly a hotel. This might have been built in the 1860s
or early 1870s. In 1879, it was owned by William Robertson Evens. It is now, in 2019, the site of Kaurna
gallery.
Allotments 4 to 10 (except 9): We are yet to discover whether or not these 7 allotments, which fronted Fenn
Place, were passed to the five ‘girls’ and John.
Allotment 11: In the Will, Hugh the elder was to inherit this allotment, but he had been disinherited, and so it
should have been shared among all the others. We have no information about whether and how this was done.

Structures in 1880s
This sketch, by an unknown artist, was sourced from www.worldsend.com.
Comments:
• The street scape here is perhaps the early 1880s - much more
developed than depicted by Gill about 30 years before.
• We have not found any sketches to cover the big gap of three decades
between the earlier sketches and this sketch
• On the left, perhaps built in the early 80s, is a substantial two-story
building with verandah-balcony. It might be a hotel. It must have
replaced the shop-office in Gill’s sketch.
• This is on the land which Allan, Archibald and Hugh the younger had
inherited as per Donald’s will. The will specified 3 allotments facing
Hindley Street but clearly this new building spans across the allotments. Hugh younger and Archibald had sold their
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•
•

lots to John Summers in 1861 and Allan had sold his to Frances Humphries in 1869. Then William Robertson Evens
purchased all three lots in 1879. So Evens might have arranged the building of the hotel - across the three lots.
It is difficult to see Fenn Place. Maybe the Royal Oak is the second building on the left – with its five windows, and
now with the addition of a second floor and a verandah. Next to it might be the revamped Miners Arms. The
Clarendon flag pole can be seen next along the street – confirming that this is the correct part of Hindley Street.
Although the flag pole confirms that we are looking east, along Hindley Street, this view would normally show the
Adelaide Hills in the background and the shadows suggest that the artist is looking westwards – in which case, this
would negate our thoughts about a substantial building on land which had been Donald’s, then three of his sons.

Turn of the century
This photo (SLSA B10404) shows the same
part of Hindley St as the 1880s photo – but
looking towards the west rather than the
east. The electricity lines and horse indicate
that it was at the turn of the century – two
decades after the 1880s photo. There are
four buildings. The first on the right might
have been on town acre 56, then Miner’s
Arms with two windows on the second floor,
then Royal Oak with the upper verandah,
then maybe Fenn Lane and then a two story
building on Donald’s land.
Comment:
• Strangely, all these buildings look different from those depicted in the 1880s photo.

Structures in 1920’s
This photo is from the State Library of South
Australia – B 4041. Description: “Fenn Place,
west side, 2nd February 1927, near side of
cottages is 21 yards north of Hindley Street and
frontage is 16 yards.”
Comment:
• It would be great if this was one of the
original cottages referred to in Donald’s
Will in 1846 (lot 10 to John), however
this is unlikely because (A) This photo
was taken 81 years after Donald
mentioned cottages in his Will, (B) The
cottage is 21 yards (63 feet) from
Hindley, Street, whereas the cottages
Donald mentioned were on allotment
10 which is nearer the back of Fenn Place – 143 feet from Hindley Street.

Structures in 2020
The property is now the Kaurna Building that is the SASA Gallery for the University of South Australia School of Art. The
building is named for the aboriginal people who originally inhabited the Adelaide Plains.
The building occupies all of the half acre.
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..ooOOoo..

Further research
•

Possible sources:
 Rate books etc
 SAILIS
 Old System of land transactions
 Mark Richardson: Searcher of Titles at Property Directorate (Lands Titles Office) at the
Department of Planning, Transport and Infrastructure. Phone 82264813. Email
mark.richardson@sa.gov.au. Website: www.dpti.sa.gov.au. Location: 4A 300 Richmond Road
Netley S.A. 5037
..ooOOoo..

References
How this is
referred to in
this document
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The Cyclopedia of South Australia in two volumes : ‘An historical and commercial
review, descriptive and biographical, facts, figures, and illustrations: an epitome of
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Kingston’s map of Adelaide in 1842
https://digital.collections.slsa.sa.gov.au/assets/downloadwiz/45184
Source: State Library of South Australia
Map of the City of Adelaide
All the numbered town acres
Original owners of town acres in Adelaide, 1840
Preliminary purchases & auctions
Col William Light’s plan of Adelaide, 1840
http://adelaidia.sa.gov.au/sites/default/files/images/maps/b1831757.png
Source: Adelaidia website and the State Library of South Australia, SLSA: C194A
Map by Andrew McLean
Donald’s town acre 57 & country section 50
Initial purchase of town acre 57
by Young Bingham Hutchinson on 23rd Dec 1837 for £8/16/Source: Mark Richardson: Searcher of Titles at Property Directorate (Lands Titles Office)
Department of Planning, Transport and Infrastructure. 4A 300 Richmond Road
Netley S.A. 5037
Purchase of half town acre 57 from Young Bingham Hutchinson
by Donald McLean on 11th & 12th Jan 1838 for £45/-/and also Fenn Place for 5/Source: Mark Richardson: Searcher of Titles at Property Directorate (Lands Titles Office)
Department of Planning, Transport and Infrastructure. 4A 300 Richmond Road
Netley S.A. 5037
Inheritance of lots 1 & 2 of half town acre 57
by Hugh (the younger) & Allan on 16th Jan 1856
Source: Mark Richardson: Searcher of Titles at Property Directorate (Lands Titles Office)
Department of Planning, Transport and Infrastructure. 4A 300 Richmond Road
Netley S.A. 5037
Part town acre 57 ‘set forth’ (possessed)
by John Cheriton & Allan McLean in Feb 1870
application 10,468, as per the 1858 Real Property Act (Torrens titles)
Title deed for William Robertson Evens (Adelaide Butcheries)
for allotments fronting Hindley Street - 20th Aug 1879
Source: Mark Richardson – Land Titles Office
Thomas Lyons - purchase of part of town acre 57 - the east-west roadway -March 1881
Source: Certificate of Title, Register Book vol CCCLIV, Folio 158, Pursuant to Application N o
18350
Part of town acre 57 – showing lots 1, 2 & 3 and the east-west roadway
Source: Mark Richardson – Lands Titles Office: Registered No. 13 Book 122
Notes from Mark Richardson
Land Titles Office – 6th Feb 2019
Royal Oak Hotel
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Sketches from the eastern end of Hindley Street
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Young Bingham Hutchison – biographical notes
Sources: Various
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Appendix A
Kingston’s map of Adelaide in 1842
Source: State Library of South Australia
This can be viewed (and zoomed into) at https://digital.collections.slsa.sa.gov.au/assets/downloadwiz/45184
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Appendix B
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Appendix C
Original owners of town acres in Adelaide
Preliminary purchases & auctions
Col William Light’s plan of Adelaide, 1840
Source: Adelaidia website and the State Library of South Australia, SLSA: C194A
This can be viewed (and zoomed into) at http://adelaidia.sa.gov.au/sites/default/files/images/maps/b1831757.png
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Appendix D
Map by Andrew McLean
Donald’s town acre 57 & country section 50

[Research: Note that all the text boxes need to be updated to take into account recent research]
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Appendix E
Initial purchase of town acre 57
by Young Bingham Hutchinson on 23rd Dec 1837 for £8/16/Source: Mark Richardson: Searcher of Titles at Property Directorate (Lands Titles Office)
at the Department of Planning, Transport and Infrastructure. 4A 300 Richmond Road Netley S.A. 5037

See transcription on the following page.
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Transcription
(Royal Arms) Province of South Australia
Land Grant, Town Section
Know all men by these presents that I James Hurtle Fisher Commissioner of Public Lands resident in the said Province
consideration of the sum of eight pounds sixteen shillings pays?? or Stirling?? to Desmond Gillies Esquire Treasurer of the
Public Lands of the said Province paid by Young Bingham Hutchinson of Adelaide Esquire. Do hereby grant unto the said
Young Bingham Hutchinson all that one acre section of Town Land numbered 57 in said provincial survey marked with the
letter A and delineated in the plan in the margin thereof together with all timber mineral and appurtenances to hold with??
the said Young Bingham Hutchinson his heirs and assigns for ever. In witness thereof I have hereunto set my hand and seal
this twenty third day of December one thousand eight hundred and thirty seven.
Signed sealed and delivered in the presence of Chs Bakeley?? (signed J H Fisher)
I acknowledge to have received from the above named Young Bingham Hutchinson the sum of eight pounds sixteen shillings
above mentioned to have been paid to him to me (signed JH Fisher) - - - - Desmond Gillies Treasurer
Received into the Registry Office for the province of South Australia this sixteenth day of July 1861 at three … o’clock in the
afternoon memorial of the certain instrument which memorial has been served by me and found to be correct and is
registered No 41 – book 176 (signed W Brown Carter, Deputy Registrar)
Margin note: Received into the Registry Office this sixteenth day of July 1861 at half past two this?? in the afternoon and
found?? to be correct copy of the original instrument
..ooOOoo..
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Appendix F
Purchase of half town acre 57 from Young Bingham Hutchinson

by Donald McLean on 11th & 12th Jan 1838 for £45/-/and also Fenn Place for 5/Source: Mark Richardson: Searcher of Titles at Property Directorate (Lands Titles Office)
at the Department of Planning, Transport and Infrastructure. 4A 300 Richmond Road Netley S.A. 5037
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Transcription
Abstract of the Title of Mrs Frances Humphreys to allotments No 1 and 2 portion of the Town Acre N o 57 Hindley Street
Adelaide.
As to allotments No 1 & 2
11th & 12th Jany 1838. By indenture of Lease and Release of these dates the release made between Young Bingham
Hutchinson of the one part and Donald McLean of Adelaide Farmer of the other part
Reciting Contract for sale by said Young Bingham Hutchinson to said D McLean of the hereditaments thereafter released at
the price of 45 pounds
It is witnessed that in consideration of the sum of 45 pounds by said D McLean to said Y B Hutchinson in hand well and truly
paid for receipt to the said Y B Hutchinson had and did grant bargain sell alien release and confirm unto said D McLean (in his
actual possession) or his heirs and assigns all that piece or parcel of land being one half part or thereabouts of section 57 of
the said Town of Adelaide in the provincial survey marked with the letter A extending 100 feet from section 58 in the plan of
the said Town towards the east and running back 211 feet or thereabouts towards the north together with all timber and
appurts to have and to hold the said half acre of land or whatever the superficial contents of the land so measured as aforesaid
and all and singular other the premises unto and to the use of the said D McLean his heirs and assigns for ever.
And it is further witnessed that for the consideration of five shillings paid to the said Y B Hutchinson did give and grant unto
the said D McLean his heirs lessees and assigns a right of way of the width of ten feet at the least through a certain one acre
section of Town land the property of him the said Y B Hutchinson and No 6 and adjoining unto the said estate and premises
so conveyed to the said D McLean as thereinbefore is mentioned.
Duly executed by both parties and attested

..ooOOoo..
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Appendix G
Inheritance of lots 1 & 2 of half town acre 57
by Hugh (the younger) & Allan on 16th Jan 1856
Source: Mark Richardson: Searcher of Titles at Property Directorate (Lands Titles Office)
at the Department of Planning, Transport and Infrastructure. 4A 300 Richmond Road Netley S.A. 5037

See transcription on the following page.
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Transcription
16th Jany 1846. The said D McLean by his last Will and Testament of this date after giving directions for the payment of his debts
to and making certain specific devises and bequests gave and devised unto his son Hugh the younger all that piece or parcel of
land part of the Town Acre in Hindley Street Adelaide aforesaid N o 57 being the allotment No 1 of the various allotments into
which the said acre has been divided having a frontage to Hindley Street of 32 feet and one third of a foot with a depth of 43
feet along a road of 13 feet wide running on the eastern side of the land thereby demised from Hindley Street to North Terrace
in Adelaide aforesaid with the rights members and appurtenances to hold unto his said son Hugh the younger his heirs and
assigns for ever. But in case the said H McLean the younger should depart this life before he should attain the age of 21 years
and without leaving lawful issue him surviving – Then he gave and devised the said freehold land portion of the said Town Acre
unto his said several sons and daughters their heirs and assigns for ever as tenants in common.
Duly signed by the said D McLean and attested by two witnesses
The Allotment No ‘2’ portion of said town acre was unconditionally devised to the said Allan McLean his heirs and assigns
11th Oct 1855. On this day, the said D McLean departed this life. This Will was proved by Edward Stirling and Allan McLean two
of the executors therein named in the Supreme Court of the said province on the 10 th April 1856 and probate thereof granted
unto them.
Comment: This document is about lots 1 (Hugh the younger) and 2 (Allan). What about the other lots 3 to 11? Are there other
pages missing from this document? (Research: Ask Mark Richardson)
..ooOOoo..
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Appendix H
Part town acre 57 ‘set forth’ (possessed)
by John Cheriton & Allan McLean in Feb 1870
- application 10,468, as per the 1858 Real Property Act (Torrens titles)
-
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Appendix J
Title deed for William Robertson Evens (Adelaide Butcheries)
for allotments fronting Hindley Street - 20th Aug 1879
Source: Mark Richardson – Land Titles Office

Transcription
South Australia (Certificate of Title)
Vol CCCXIV Folio 246
Pursuant to application
No 17348
William Robertson Evens
of Adelaide Butcheries
Now seised of an estate
in fee simple, subject
nevertheless to such
encumbrances,
liens,
and interests, as are
notified by memorial
underwritten
or
endorsed hereon, in that
piece of land situated in
the city of Adelaide,
being portion of the
town acre numbered 57
and bounded as appears
in the plan in the margin
hereof and therein
coloured green, which
said piece of land
contains fifteen perches
or thereabouts and
measures as well on the
north side next a private
road of the width of
twenty feet as on the
south side next Hindley
Street ninety seven feet
or thereabouts and as
well on the east side next
Fenn Place as on the
west side next part of the
town acre 58 forty three
feet or thereabouts.
Which said town acre 57
is delineated in the
public map of the said
city, deposited in the
office of the Surveyor
General and originally
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granted the 23rd day December 1837, under the hand and seal of James Hurtle Fisher, Esquire, Resident Commissioner of the
said Province to Young Bingham Hutchison
In witness whereof, I have hereunto signed my name and affixed my seal this Twentieth day of August one thousand eight
hundred and seventy nine in presence of [illegible signature] Registrar-General
Lease No 102,797 from William Robertson Evans to Friedrich Bansemer of the above land. Term 7 years from the 24 th day
March 1879. Produced the 3rd day September 1879 at 11am. [illegible signature] Deputy Registrar General
Transfer No120320. From William Robertson Evans to Simpson Newland the Burnside gentleman of the above land. Produced
the 2nd day January 1881?? at 11am
SIGNATURE Deputy Registrar General
Transfer No150503. From Simpson Newland to William Mofflin of Adelaide merchant and Alexander Crowns?? of Adelaide
Bank manager Ncafe?? as tenants in common court produced the 10 th day October 1882?? at 11am.
[illegible signature] Registrar General
Cancelled Registrar General
A new certificate of title issued on CCCCXV for 186??
[illegible signature] Register General
..ooOOoo..
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Appendix K
Thomas Lyons - purchase of part of town acre 57 - March 1881
the east-west roadway
Source: Certificate of Title, Register Book vol CCCLIV, Folio 158, Pursuant to Application No 18350
TRANSCRIPTION: Certificate of Title, Register Book vol CCCLIV, Folio 158, Pursuant to Application N o 18350 – Thomas Lyons
of the Adelaide Gentleman is now seised of an estate in fee simple subject nevertheless to such encumbrances, liens, and
interests, as are notified by memorial unwritten or indorsed hereon in That piece of land situated in the City of Adelaide,
being portion of the Town Acre numbered 57 and bounded as appears in the plan in the margin hereof and there in colored
green which said piece of land contains seven perches or thereabouts and measures on the north ninety seven feet and
eleven inches on the south side next to other portions of the said Acre ninety seven feet and ten inches or thereabouts and
as well as the east side next Fenn Place as on the west side next portion of Town Acre 58 twenty feet or thereabouts the
said south side being distant from Hindley Street forty three feet or thereabouts subject however to such rights of way as
may have been granted or may exist over the said piece of land which said Town Acre 57 is delineated in the public map of
the said city, deposited in the office of the Surveyor General, and was originally granted the 23 rd day of December 1837,
under the hand and seal of James Hurtle Fisher, Esquire, Resident Commissioner of the said Province, to Young Bingham
Hutchinson In witness whereof, I have hereunto signed my name and affixed my seal this second day of March one thousand
eight hundred and eighty one in the presence of M Giles
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Appendix L
Part of town acre 57 –
showing lots 1, 2 & 3 and the east-west roadway
Source: Mark Richardson – Lands Titles Office: Registered No. 13 Book 122

Transcription
CCCLIV – 158
I Com Bertouch?? of Adelaide Licensed Surveyor do hereby declare that I have personally inspected the land shown in this
place of portion of Town acre of City of Adelaide and that the measurements and boundaries therein given are correct and
I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the same to be true.
Declared before me this fourth day of April 1879. Signatures Com Berstouch & B Frinsberg JP
Note, all measurements are in feet.
This is the plan referred to in Application No 17348
Signature WR Evens
..ooOOoo..
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Appendix M
Notes from Mark Richardson
Land Titles Office – 6th Feb 2019
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Appendix N
Royal Oak Hotel
The following notes are derived from the Worldsend website.
• Name: The Royal Oak was renamed the Bijou in 1993, Worldsend in 1996 and West Oak Hotel in 2017 – and James
Squire.
• Establishment: “William Joule opened the Royal Oak and Miner’s Arms in 31st January 1838”
• Licencees:
 William Joule in 1838
 Thomas Hornsby in 1840
 Evan & James Katsaros managed it for Worldsend – probably between 1996 and 2017
• Ownership:
 William Joule in 1838
 Syme and Sison (brewers) in 1910
 Worldsend in 1996
 A consortium in 2017
• Structure:
 “Until the 1850’s, it was brick and part timber structure, reputedly a Manning house shipped with pioneers
from England”.
 In 1880 it was rebuilt to designs of English & Soward.
 In 1941 architects Evans, Bruer & Hall remodeled it. “As part of these renovations, an adjacent 1880s
building was cleverly hidden behind the fashionable rendering of the period.” [This indicates that in the
1940s, the Royal Oak’s frontage onto Hindley Street was broadened easterly to cover the Miner’s Arms.]
 Its appearance was substantially changed by Worldsend.
 In 2017, the facia was changed back to look like the 1940s

This sketch, by an unknown artist, was sourced from
www.worldsend.com. This was later than the other
sketches – perhaps the 1870s. Maybe the Royal Oak is
the second building on the left – with its five windows,
and the Clarendon flag pole in the background. But
there does not seem to be space for Fenn Lane on the
eastern side of what might be the Royal Oak.
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The SLSA dated photo B10404 as 1940, but the electricity lines and horse indicate that is was nearer the turn of the
century
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Appendix P
Views from the eastern end of Hindley Street
1844: Painting of Hindley Street from the corner of King William Street in 1844 by artist Samuel Thomas Gill. “Hindley Street,
Adelaide, showing a busy street scene. Horse riders, carriages,
drays, pedestrians and dogs all amble along the street at a
leisurely pace. On the right is Neale's Auction Mart, which has
recently been completed. It was erected in 1844. [see South
Australian Register, September 7, 1844.] The building on the
left, with the verandah, is the Office for the weekly newspaper,
the Adelaide Observer. Next to it can be seen the white sign of
the Register's Office. This daily newspaper had been issued from
that site from June 30th, 1845. Source is State Library of South
Australia, B 15276/41 & 23161”. Permission not required - just
acknowledge SLSA and reference number.

1846: Sketch of Hindley Street looking west, across the
Rundle/Hindley intersection in 1846 by Frederick Robert Nixon
-- source is State Library of South Australia, B 9483/11.
Permission not required - just acknowledge SLSA and reference
number.

1857: Hindley Street from King William Street in about 1857 by Samuel Thomas Gill. Source is State Library of South
Australia, B 23135. Permission not required - just acknowledge
SLSA and reference number.

In these three scenes by Gill (1844), Nixon (1846) and again Gill (1857) were all from the vantage point of the junction of
Rundle Street (now mall), King William Street and the eastern end of Hindley Street. This is about 700 metres from Donald’s
property which was well down on the right side of the street. So these three sketches do not show anything of direct
relevance to us.

..ooOOoo..
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Appendix Q
Young Bingham Hutchinson

State Library:
“Young Bingham Hutchinson was a Royal Navy officer, early explorer and a settler of South Australia. He kept a diary of his
voyage on board the "Buffalo". He and William Burt were the first Europeans to climb Mount Lofty, later he explored the
Fleurieu Peninsula and Currency Creek. He returned to England in 1838, married and later brought his family of three
daughters and two sons to live at Hindmarsh Valley where he died in 1870” (State Library of South Australia photo - B11177).
Book: Jennings, Helen, ‘Young Bingham Hutchinson (1806-70) and the foundation of South Australia’, 1991
Wikipedia
“Young Bingham Hutchinson (born 14 August 1806 in Richmond, Surrey, England – d. 3 August 1870 at Hindmarsh valley,
South Australia) was a Royal Navy officer, early explorer and settler of South Australia. His parents were Andrew & Anne
Hutchinson). He joined the Royal Navy and served as a lieutenant on the Dom Joas between 1833 and 1834. He arrived in
South Australia on HMS Buffalo in December 1836. In April 1837, Hutchinson and a servant named William Burt were the
first recorded Europeans to reach the summit of Mount Lofty, the highest point of the Adelaide Hills.[2] Later that year, in
November, Hutchinson, Thomas Bewes Strangways and a party explored the Fleurieu Peninsula and the Lake
Alexandrina region, discovering Currency Creek. Purchasing a number of town blocks and other property in the Encounter
Bay district, Hutchinson was also made South Australia's second emigration agent, from September 1837 to February 1838,
following the dismissal of John Brown. In November 1838, Hutchinson returned to England, where he lived for about the next
two decades. During that time, he married Augusta Emma nee Kingdom in 1852 and had three daughters and two sons. After
returning to South Australia, he and his family lived at his property at Hindmarsh Valley, near Victor Harbor, where he died
in 1870. While aboard HMS Buffalo, Hutchinson kept a diary which has become one of the most informative sources of
information about life on the ship and the early days of the colony.”
Notable South Australia by George E Loyau
“ARRIVED in South Australia in 1836, and was present at the inauguration of the colony. Died at Hindmarsh Valley, August
3, 1870. He was a gentleman of independent means, and one of the first created a Justice of the Peace. He also held the
office of Emigration Agent from September 1837 to February 1838. He was present at the proclamation of Queen Victoria
in England, and took part in the celebration here of the first proclamation of South Australia, besides being actively
engaged in the early affairs of the colony generally. He purchased at the first land 4Bales several town lots and country
sections, and after leaving the colony for about twenty years returned to Adelaide and took up his residence on his
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property at Hindmarsh Valley. He was the first to make the ascent of Mount Lofty, which he did on July 6, 1837. In his early
life he was an officer in the navy. Mr. Hutchinson was a man of no mean classical and literary attainments; and a most
voluminous contributor to the Press. He was a lineal descendant of Colonel Hutchinson, the well-known follower of
Cromwell. Under a rough exterior he had a warm heart, and many settlers in the district in which he resided received from
him substantial aid in a time of emergency, when much needed.”
Alexandrina Library Services History Room News, Aug 2015, no 133 by Sue Geisler
“Hutchinson Street in Goolwa was named after Young Bingham Hutchinson, who in turn named twenty-one of our Goolwa
streets and roads. He named these primarily after his family members. The Hutchinson family were an integral, and
interesting, part of the history of South Australia, the Encounter Bay region and, in particular, our lovely town of Goolwa.
Young Bingham Hutchinson was born on 14th August 1806 in Richmond, Surrey in England. The origin of his first name was
to honour a family friend, a Mr. Young, and his middle name was chosen from Admiral Bingham, who was married to one of
his aunts. Hutchinson was born to an upper middle class family with a long and proud lineage of serving their King and
Country. The Hutchinson family had a healthy dose of pioneering in their blood with some of his ancestors being early
pioneers into America. Hutchinson’s early career was as an officer with the Royal Navy, rising to the rank of lieutenant. In
1836, he resigned his commission and shortly thereafter joined 172 other colonists on the inaugural journey to the new
Colony of South Australia aboard HMS Buffalo. The soon-to-be Governor of South Australia, John Hindmarsh, was the
Captain of the Buffalo on this voyage and as a member of the Royal Navy may well have known Hutchinson previously and
thus encouraged him to journey to South Australia. The Buffalo set sail from Portsmouth, Hampshire in England on 27th July
1836 and arrived at Holdfast Bay (Glenelg) on 28th December of that year. Proclamation of South Australia as a British
province and formal establishment of government was made upon landing by Captain John Hindmarsh with, amongst others
present, Hutchinson in attendance. Today this event is celebrated and recognised as “Proclamation Day”. 2 At that time
Holdfast Bay was reported to be swampy, with very tall grasses and lagoons scattered throughout the area. Imagine leaving
a familiar land, which would have been, comparatively, quite chilly at the time of departure, and arriving in a hot, damp,
insect-ridden country where everything you looked at and touched was new and unfamiliar. Our ancestors were brave
people! The settlement process of South Australia was uniquely different from the rest of our country. Settlement was
initially funded by pre-selling sections of unsurveyed South Australian land in England. Hutchinson availed himself of this
opportunity and pre-purchased five land orders in 1835-6, amounting to 670 acres, whilst still living in England, with
subsequent selection of the location of these land orders determined upon arrival. In addition, Hutchinson was present at
the first land grants for this new colony at Holdfast Bay and purchased further land lots in Adelaide as well as suburban and
country sections of land. A few of the Adelaide town lots he purchased were in North Terrace, Gilles Street, Barnard Street
and Mackinnon Parade as well as land sections in Nuriootpa, Little Para and extensively throughout the Encounter Bay
region. Those who arrived with pre-purchased land orders were entitled to 134 acre sections. Later purchasers of country
section were usually offered 80 acre lots. These purchases were made with great forethought as they provided Hutchinson
with a healthy income in the years ahead. Hutchinson was very active in assisting with establishing the societal infrastructure
necessary for a new colony. On the 2nd January 1837, five days after arriving in South Australia, Hutchinson was appointed
a Justice of the Peace. He was also appointed as the Emigration Agent for South Australia and served in this role from
September 1837 until February 1838. As a devout Christian, Hutchinson donated significantly to the building of Trinity
Church, located on North Terrace in Adelaide. In a fledgling colony this was a time of great exploration and discovery and
Hutchinson joined in several explorative expeditions. At the request of the Governor, Hutchinson, along with his servant,
was the first of our pioneers to ascend and explore Mount Lofty on 23rd April 1837. The journey, in Hutchinson’s words was
“an undertaking requiring considerable exercise and perseverance.” After this, in November 1837, Hutchinson, A.F. Lindsay
and T.B. Strangways were asked by Governor Hindmarsh to make a journey of exploration from Adelaide down to Encounter
Bay. The main reason for this expedition was to discover if there were any other outlets from Lake Alexandrina other than
that previously discovered by Charles Sturt. During this expedition they investigated and named, amongst other places, the
Hindmarsh River, Hindmarsh Island and Currency Creek. They were also present at the drowning and subsequent burial of
Captain J.W. Blenkinsopp who had been of great assistance to them in their explorations. From this explorative journey both
Hutchinson and Arthur Lindsay identified possibilities for their future properties, with Hutchinson eventually building
‘Beaudesert’ (which means ‘the beautiful wasteland’) and Lindsay building ‘Glen Lindsay’ at Hindmarsh Valley. From this
journey, Hutchinson discovered an area that would be close to his heart for the rest of his life. In the early days of the colony,
the proposed site of the State’s capital was a contentious one. Colonel William Light had chosen the site for the city of
Adelaide (where it is now located), but others did not agree with this location. Hutchinson, along with Governor Hindmarsh
and others felt that the Encounter Bay region was a more appropriate site for the capital. Their reason for this was that the
Encounter Bay region “possesses [sic] an excellent harbour – is two days sail nearer to the sister colonies and at all times
easier of access than Port Adelaide; and is within eight miles of the navigation of Lake Alexandrina and the Murray.” Colonel
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Light, however, disagreed and made the ultimate decision for our capital being in its current position. A public meeting to
discuss this disagreement was proposed on the 2nd February 1837, but Hindmarsh was not successful, and our beautiful
capital city of Adelaide remains where it is to this day. Having lived in South Australia for two years, made exploratory
missions, achieved prominence in rank and society, purchased much land and invested personally in this new colony,
Hutchinson chose to leave the colony and return to England. 3 On 9th November 1838, Hutchinson boarded the Nereus
bound for Sydney and arrived there on the 24th of that month. From Sydney, Hutchinson sailed back to England where he
stayed for the next 15 years. The reason/s for his departure from Australia are not known. A possible reason could have
been the frustrating delay in getting land surveyed for use or occupancy. The land that had been pre-purchased before
embarking for South Australia, and his additional land-titles that had been purchased during the local Land Sales, had to be
officially surveyed by the appropriate survey teams. The process of a survey was to define “the boundaries, divisions, size of
the fields, course of the streams, roads etc., correctly measured and laid down on the plan”, and to determine precisely how
large townships were to be, where the ports were to go, and where town acres etc. should be. The delay in getting the
surveys done caused a significant amount of unrest in the new colony. Settlers arriving in South Australia, awaiting land
surveys to be done, became frustrated with the delays and there are reports of people leaving South Australia for available
land in Victoria and New South Wales. By July 1838 the township of Encounter Bay had been surveyed, but this was clearly
not performed to Hutchinson’s approval. Hutchinson’s comments on this are written below, in a letter written to the South
Australian Gazette & Colonial Register, published 7th July 1838. His annoyance is unmistakeable and clearly demonstrates
the many issues that were prevailing at the time; “Gentlemen – In case Mr. Finniss should not furnish you with the
information which you sought of him relating to the township at Encounter Bay in your last number I beg to answer your
question myself. The town acres have been measured - a part of them two or three miles up a valley out of sight of the sea,
and the rest of them, not opposite Victor Harbour, but all along the bay from Granite Island towards Rosetta Harbour, where
there is no anchorage for ships and no landing place for boats. The form of this town is to be about three miles in length and
seventy yards in width. What ought to be town land is reserved as a country section, by which the public will be excluded
from all chance of obtaining a town acre by open competition, but will be at the mercy of the person who holds the first
choice there, who strangely enough happens to be a staunch supporter of the Resident Commissioner (James H. Fisher). If
ingenuity had been exercised to place the town acres where they should be of least value to the public and of smallest
benefit to the emigration fund, it could not have succeeded better. The assurance by the Resident Commissioner that there
should be a town at Encounter Bay has been cleverly evaded by placing it where no one will buy it. I am informed that Mr.
Finniss is not party to this arrangement, but, on the contrary, disapproves of it, so that we may reasonably suppose that we
are indebted for it to a higher quarter (Col. William Light), and, if our expectations of the future are to be regulated by our
experience of the past, then the sooner there is a change made the better. Y.B.H.”
Additionally, it is quite possible that after two tumultuous years of adventure, exploration, and frustration, mixed with an
associated nostalgia for order and peace, the decision to return to England would not have been a difficult one. Prior to
leaving, Hutchinson appointed his friend and fellow explorer, Arthur F. Lindsay as his agent, to choose land throughout the
Encounter Bay region on his behalf. This Lindsay did with great knowledge and consideration. It was Lindsay, on Hutchinson’s
behalf, who in 1840 purchased Section 2205 adjacent to the future Town of Goolwa. Nearly fifteen years after leaving South
Australia, and at the age of 46, Hutchinson married Augusta Emma Kingdon on the 15th June 1852. They married at Heavitree
in Devon, England. Augusta was 29 years old. Four months later, the newly-weds set sail for South Australia aboard the
Walvisch; they boarded on the 4th November 1852 and arrived in South Australia on the 8th February 1853. Hutchinson and
Augusta built a home in the Hindmarsh Valley on land selected 4 th June 1839, after he had left the colony. He had viewed
this area whilst on the November 1837 expedition to Encounter Bay. Hutchinson and Augusta had five children, all of whom
were born in the Encounter Bay region; Augusta Bingham (b 1855, d 1935), Parker Oliver (b 1857, d 1899), Mary Kingdon (b
1859, d 1864), Orlando Bingham (b 1862, d 1941) and Jane Collingwood (b 1867, d 1904). 4 HAPPY RESEARCHING Genealogy
help is available by appointment. Please phone the Library on 8555 7000. Dr Peter Barclay is available by making an
appointment. For comments, suggestions or to receive this newsletter – email history.goolwa11@gmail.com “Subscribe to
one of our newsletters” click and enter your details. Back copies of this newsletter can be sourced on our wiki
http://alexhistory.pbworks.com After a hectic, drama-filled first adventure in South Australia, Hutchinson’s second foray
into the colony appears to have been a more sedate, relaxed experience. For this new life he comfortably settled in
Hindmarsh Valley, made a home for his ever-growing family and became a gentleman of the region. His sources of income
would originally have stemmed from his family in England, but, as previously stated, Hutchinson purchased many town and
country land lots during his initial stay in the colony. Thus his income would have derived from leases of land and property;
selling trees and brushwood on his estates, revenue from stock / cattle as well as selling and dividing land lots at various
times. Management of such wide and diverse lands would have taken up a significant amount of his time and he would, no
doubt, have had the assistance of property managers. Hutchinson also sat on local boards, committees and attended
meetings. His eventual total land size has not been fully ascertained, but in various documents it is referred to as a
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‘plantation’ or ‘estate’, so would have been of a not insignificant size. (At one point he owned some 1,460 Encounter Bay
acres.) From seedlings he brought from England, he grew a lovely ‘forest’ of trees, until they were unfortunately involved in
an arson attack in 1866. When reporting this fire, The South Australian Gazette and Colonial Register described this forest
as having been “... [a] valuable plantation, consisting of almost every variety of English Forest and other trees which Mr
Hutchinson has been many years collecting at considerable expense and trouble…..”. Hutchinson continued to write Letters
to the Editor, in particular complaining about either the state of the roads, or their non-existence, as well as regular property
boundary disputes. Hutchinson died at his home, Beaudesert, during the evening of 3rd August 1870 at the age of 64. His
cause of death was apoplexy (stroke or sudden death). Hutchinson died intestate and his estate was granted to his wife,
Augusta Emma who continued to live at Beaudesert until her death in 1902. Beaudesert remains the family home of their
descendants. Hutchinson is buried at the Anglican Church cemetery at Port Elliot along with his wife and other members of
his family. No headstone exists for this family plot, but the family plot area is surrounded by a metal fence. Just behind, his
daughter Jane Collingwood is buried, and close by his other daughter Augusta is buried with her husband Hamilton Welch.
The Hutchinson and Welch families are buried close together. As a naval officer, first-fleeter, pioneer, explorer, writer, land
owner, yeoman, grazier and gentleman Hutchinson’s legacy and memory lives on in history. The land he explored, purchased
and developed has become a part of the Encounter Bay region, and of particular interest, his land in Goolwa. With his Section
2205, Hutchinson planned and set out the township for what we now refer to as “Little Scotland”, naming twenty-one streets
which record forever his life and his much loved family. So as you journey through our beautiful town, stop and look at our
road signs and see if you can work out which ones were named by or after Young Bingham Hutchinson. Or if you would like
a list of these, you could visit us in the History Room – we would be delighted to meet you.
..ooOOoo..
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